SKYTRACK MOBILE
Novalok’s popular
Skytrack® Shelving Systems
Introducing Skytrack” incorporating a mechanically assisted drive system
The Novalok Skytrack system now has an added safety option. Specify the
mechanically assisted option. For high usage and heavier applications the assisted
option makes operation of the rolling structure much safer, easier to roll and less
operator fatigue.
Designed to be able to retro fitted to existing installations; the mechanical option is
a logical progression of the popular Skytrack system.
The Mechanical assisted system is built with sub chassis mounts, heavy duty rollers
and an enclosed positive chain drive mechanism. Very robust, simple effective design
and easily installed.
The Mechanically assisted system is ascetically good looking and takes very little extra
room than the standard unassisted system. Finished in White epoxy powdercoat or
alternatively able to be colour matched to suit existing systems.
The Novalok Assisted Skytrack is modular and can be easily modified to accommodate
the entire sizing range of the Novalok mobile systems already in use throughout NZ.
Supplied with an ergonomically molded hand wheel with a folding spinner to make
operation even easier. Simply fold the spinner away when not using to keep the
whole system unobtrusive to the working and transport area and service aisles.
The Novalok Assisted system is very effective in operational safety and also very
realistically priced to make it an attractive and logical choice for new installations
and existing.
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